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What is Rotation

1-Dim World: Concept of direction (and

hence vectors) meaningless. Magnitudes

sufficiently characterize physical quantities.

A change is only a change in magnitude.



What is Rotation

2-Dim World: Infinitely many directions

and hence the concept of vectors. Vectors

can change in two ways.

Pure Scaling: Changes in magnitude

only (∆r)

Pure Rotation: Changes in direction

only (∆θ)

Rotation quantifies pure change in

direction



Translation and Rotation



Translation and Rotation

Pure translation:

The line connecting

any two particles of

body retains its

direction in space.



Translation and Rotation

Pure Rotation: The

trajectories of all

points of the body

are circles whose

centers lie in a

common straight line

called the axis of

rotation.



Translation and Rotation



Translation and Rotation



Angular Momemtum as a Pseudo (or Axial) Vector

If ~r and ~p are in x− y plane and φ is angle

between them:

~L =~r ×~p = rp sinφk̂ |Lz| = r⊥p = p⊥r



Can you acquire a non-zero ~L without rotation?

Yes. ~L depends on the choice of origin!

Example: 6.1 Find the angular

momentum of a sliding block about two

different origins, A and B as shown in

figure on blackboard.



Can you acquire a non-zero ~L without rotation?

Yes. ~L depends on the choice of origin!

Example: 6.2 Find the angular

momentum of a conical pendulum about

two different origins.



Can you acquire a non-zero ~L without rotation?

Yes. ~L depends on the choice of origin!



Torque as a Pseudo Vector

Torque due to force ~F acting on a particle

at position ~r:

~τ =~r × ~F |~τ | = |~r⊥||~F| = |~r||~F⊥|



Torque and Force



Prob. 6.6 A man of mass M stands on a

railroad car which is going around an

unbanked turn of radius R at speed v. His

center of mass is height L above the car,

and his feet are distance d apart. The man

is facing the direction of motion. How

much weight is on each of his feet?



Prob. 6.6



Prob. 6.10 A cylinder of mass M and

radius R is rotated in a uniform V groove

with constant angular velocity ω. The

coefficient of friction between the cylinder

and each surface is µ. What torque must

be applied to the cylinder to keep it

rotating?



Prob. 6.10



What is Weight?

Weight is what weighing scale shows (it

is is equal to the normal reaction of the

scale)

Normal reaction depends on how hard

you press

Your pressing depends upon whether

you are accelarating or not.



Torque due to Gravity



Angular Momentum & Fixed Axis Rotation

Through out this chapter we will consider

examples where Angular Momentum may

change in magnitude but not in direction.

The direction of Angular momentum will

be taken as z-axis by convention.



Cricket: Physics of those effortless “Yuvi sixes”

The center of percussion aka The sweet spot



Cricket: Physics of those effortless “Yuvi sixes”

The center of percussion aka The sweet spot



Cricket: Physics of those effortless “Yuvi sixes”

The center of percussion aka The sweet spot

How to find the M.I of your cricket bat

and locate its “sweet-spot”?



How to Design a Doorstop

Example. 6.13 The banging of a door

against its stop can tear, loose the hinges.

What is the proper choice of l so that the

impact forces on the hinge can be made to

vanish?



How to Design a Doorstop

Example. 6.13



Prob. 6.18 Find the period of the

pendulum consisting of a disk of mass M

and radius R fixed to the end of a rof of

length l and mass m. How does the period

change if the disk is mounted to the rod

by a frictionless bearing so that it is

perfectly free to spin?



A typical double-pendulum. Note that

masses and lengths need not be equal

motion in general can be in 3-dim.

For large φ1,2 motion is chaotic.



However there exists normal modes(for

small angles) where motion is simple

harmonic.



Chaotic motion of a double-pendulum

photographed with shutter-speed of 1sec.



Prob. 6.22 A bead of mass m slides without

friction on a rod that is made to rotate at a
constant angular velocity ω. Neglect gravity.

a. Show that r = r0e
ωt is a possible motion of the

bead, where r0 is the initial distance of the
bead from the pivot.

b. For the motion described in part a, find the
force exerted on the bead by the rod.

c. For the motion described above, find the power
exerted by the agency which is turning the rod

and show by direct calculation that this power

equals the rate of change of kinetic energy of
the bead.



Prob. 6.35 A cubicle block of side L rests

on a fixed cylindrical drum of radius R.

Find the largest value of L for which the

box is stable.



Prob. 6.35



Prob. 6.35



Prob. 6.35



Prob. 6.35



Prob. 6.35



Translation + Rotation

The most general motion is translation of

the center of mass plus rotation about

center of mass. For fixed axis rotation:

Lz = I0ω
︸︷︷︸

Spin−part

+(R × MV)z
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Orbital−part

Spin-part independent of coordinate

system

Formula valid even if c.m. is

accelarating.



Summary of Formulae

Pure Rotation

L= Iω

τ =Iα

K=
1

2
Iω2

Rotation + Translation

Lz=I0ω + (R × MV)z

τz= τ0 + (R × F)z τ0 = I0α

K=
1

2
Iω2 +

1

2
MV2



v = rω: Not as innocuous as it appears!

Angular velocity as a vector



v = rω: Not as innocuous as it appears!

Angular velocity as a vector



v = rω: Not as innocuous as it appears!

Angular velocity as a vector



v = rω: Not as innocuous as it appears!

Angular velocity as a vector



Problem 6.40 A wheel with fine teeth is attached

to the end of a spring with constant k and
unstretched length l. For x > l, the wheel slips

freely on the surface but for x < l the teeth mesh

with the teeth on the ground so that it cannot slip.
Assume that all the mass of the wheel is in the

rim.

(a) The wheel is pulled to x = l + b and

released. How close it will come to the wall on
its first trip?

(b) How far out will it go as it leaves the wall?

(c) What happens when the wheel next hits the
gear track?





Problem 6.41 A Plank of length 2l leans

against a wall. It starts to slip downward

without friction. Show that the top of the

plank loses contact with the wall when it is

two-thirds of its initial.





Try to stand up!

Without Bending forward or shoving your feet

under the chair.



Try to stand up!

Without Bending forward or shoving your feet

under the chair.

Perpendicular from your cg must pass

through your base area.



Dynamics of Walking



Dynamics of Walking



Of Archs and Eggs

Roman Alcantara Bridge across the River Tajo,

Spain.



Of Archs and Eggs

52 ft tall freestanding natural arch located in

Arches National Park near Moab, Utah.



Of Archs and Eggs



Of Archs and Eggs

Nature’s Engineering !



How ‘I ′ can contribute and yet not

(A poem referring to discussions on M.I. in class)

Yesterday I said ‘I ′ will contribute
But Today you see ‘I ′ wont
And yet I contributed
Yesterday as well as today
Perhaps to your ‘I ′.



How ‘I ′ can contribute and yet not

(A poem referring to discussions on M.I. in class)

Not that laws changed overnight
Neither did ‘I ′ change overnight
But I sure did change
Working hard to clarify
So as to minimize ‘I ′

And physics wont be dry.



How ‘I ′ can contribute and yet not

(A poem referring to discussions on M.I. in class)

Physics-1 Can be Fun
Only if you think and Question
But Before you ask one
Exercise caution
Solution borrowed is no fun
The discovered one
Will work in the long run.
Doesn’t mean you don’t ask question
Just think before you ask one.



How ‘I ′ can contribute and yet not

(A poem referring to discussions on M.I. in class)

Its cool as well as hot
Only if you give it a shot
Why the lady with a pot
sways a lot?
It is c.g. (without p.a.)
that matters a lot
Only if you ask Why & Why not
Your c.g. (along with p.a.) will rise a lot.



How ‘I ′ can contribute and yet not

(A poem referring to discussions on M.I. in class)

It is tastier than french-fry
Only if you just do not sit and cry
Take a problem and give it a try
Its not just force, but the length of pry
If F is small, just stay put to impulsify
Your efforts sure will fructify
If your all F’s along dr lie
But if your dr is R dφ
Normal to all Fi

you are destined to cry.



Credit where it is due

People:

The entire physics group for their

unflinching support and passionate

discussions.

You students for being

reasonable in passion and

passionate in reason

Instrumentation unit staff for support



Credit where it is due

Books:

Mechanics by K&K

Newtonian Mechanics by A.P.French

Concepts of Physics vol.1 by H.C.Verma

Mechanics by Strelkov

Mechanics (Berkley series vol. 1)

C. Kittle et.al.

Physics can be Fun by Y. Perelman



Credit where it is due

OpenSource: Virtually everything under

the sky where there is neither door to lock

nor Windows to get infected.

OS: Linux Ubuntu 8.04 Hardy-Heron

Beamer: LATEX based presentation

package. (More Power & to the point

w/o Powerpoint :-)

Graphics packages: Dia, Gimp, Draw,

Inkscape

Wikipedia



Thank You
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